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MEGÈVE REINVENTS experiences



S P O R T S  E X P E R I E N C E S

Logbook ofa sports adventure
Like guardian angels watching over Megève,  
the 3 mountains, the pastures, meadows and paths surrounding 
the village are perfect for adventure and discovery...  These great 
playgrounds offer a breath of fresh air and a shot of freedom, 
stimulating body and mind…

This electric mountain bike day trip 
invites you on a journey from the ridges 
of the 3 mountains (Jaillet, Rochebrune 
and Mont Joly) overlooking the village 
of Megève. Each mountain has its own 
unique character, charm and viewpoint. 
The electric assistance allows you to enjoy 
these magical moments and admire the 
view over the mountain ranges of Mont 
Blanc, Aiguilles Rouges, Fiz and Aravis.
From €250 for a group of 10 people maximum. 

Alpes Aventure 
+33 (0)4 58 23 10 00 
alpesaventures.com

Former professional cyclist Jean-Lou is an 
ardent enthusiast of the sport. As well as 
being his birthplace, the village of Megève 
is also an incredible base camp for setting 
off to climb the most beautiful Alpine 
passes, including Col des Aravis, Col des 
Saisies, Col de la Colombière, and Col 
de Joux Plane. Jean-Lou guides cyclists 
around the legendary routes of the Tour 
de France for tailor-made trips lasting 2 
days or more.
€90/Day excluding accommodation.  
From 19 to 23 July and from 30 August to 3 
September 2021.

Jean-Lou Païani 
paiani-so.com

Parachute jumping is a high-emotion, 
adrenaline-fuelled thrill. The helicopter 
takes off from Megève altiport before 
flying close to the majestic 4,500-m high 
peaks. The view of the Mont-Blanc massif 
is stunning, verging on supernatural! The 
door opens and it's 40 seconds of free 
fall facing Mont Blanc: an extraordinary 
experience creating memories to last 
forever.
From €489

Mont-Blanc Hélicoptères
+33 (0)4 50 92 78 00 
mbh.fr

Ride an electric  
mountain bike high 

amongst the 3 mountains

"The most beautiful 
Alpine passes" cycle trip 

with Jean-Lou Païani

Parachute jump:  
This mountainous backdrop 

awakens the senses



Canyoning at La Belle 
aux Bois, a refreshing and 

well-kept secret.. .

Slide down the slides, jump into the 
basins of clear water and rappel down 
the waterfalls... canyoning is both fun and 
challenging, sure to cool you down on 
those hot summer days! The 30-metre 
high La Belle aux Bois waterfall comes 
out of the canyon like a jewel nestled in 
the heart of an enchanted forest on the 
heights of Megève village.
From €56/pers. for a 3hr trip. 

Bureau des guides de Megève 
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11  
guides-megeve.com

In Megève, this skill-based sporting activity consisting of shooting 
clays fired into the air, is led by French trap champion Yves Tronc, 
who has competed in the Olympics! "Green touch": adjustments 
have been made to improve noise comfort by sound-proofing 
the shooting range. The use of new eco-friendly cartridges has 
also recently been introduced, with biodegradable card wads and 
steel shots instead of lead ones, as formerly used. 
+33 (0)4 50 21 33 13 | balltrap.fr 

Ball trap goes green

Meet the chamois
A half-day trip where hikers 

immerse themselves in the natural 
environment of the chamois. In this 
"secret" cirque, you can observe the 
animals from a distance, study their 
movements and gestures, and delve 

into their fascinating world. 
Every Monday from 2pm to 5pm. €22/pers.  

Bureau des Guides | +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 
guides-megeve.com

MB Race, compete on the most difficult 
MTB course in the world 
The MB Race takes place around the Portes du Mont-Blanc area, between 
Megève and Combloux, to challenge all MTB enthusiasts. For professionals 

and bike lovers of all ages, there are events for everyone—ranging from the MB Draisienne 
for children as young as 2 years old, to Kids races, E-rides, a 5-stage Enduro event, all the 
way to the brand new and extraordinary MB Ultime, a 240-km course! Only one goal exists 
for all these MTB riders: to be a finisher! 
More info on mb-race.com

Megève Nature Trail,  reaching for the heights! 
Among the formats proposed, the Megève Nature Trail is a popular and 
innovative event, perfect for rediscovering and falling in love with trail running. 
For its 2nd edition, the Megève Sports Club is offering a new 43km course. 
The aerial route will thrill skyrunning enthusiasts! An original experience with 

new formats to make "frolicking in the mountains", as the organisers describe it, a delight 
for all! Who said you had to choose? Trail runners are free to walk or run, do 8K or 16K, be 
timed or not to be timed. 
More info on megevenaturetrail.com

Megève Mont-Blanc Cycling, freedom to ride
The Megève Mont-Blanc Cycling event returns in 2021 with a concept that 
combines endurance, freedom and accessibility. Created in 1989, this pioneer 
mountain cyclosportive event is also an essential part of Megève's sporting 

landscape. In 2021, the race is reinventing itself in the same spirit of freedom. You can choose 
your distance for the event, and whether or not you want to be timed. New routes have been 
introduced, including the creation of a 100% Gravel event and an e-bike trail. 

More info on megevembc.com        

La Mègevanne, women's trail running event
Complete with women's races, family challenges and Canicross... La Mègevanne 
is an all-women event for ladies who want to reach for the heights of Megève 
village. A 2,000-m² outlet village will allow trail runners to test and discover 

new product ranges. A meeting space for pros and conferences on nutrition, equipment and 
preparation complement this great trail running party! 
More info on lamegevanne.com

The Haute Route Alps cycling event around the 
two "Grandes Dames", Megève and Nice 
As the only stopover town that has welcomed the Haute Route Alps event 
every year since 2011, Megève hosts the Grand Depart again this year. The 

Haute Route Alps is described as the toughest week of cycling in the world, covering 800km 
with 20,000m of climbing... but also one of the most beautiful. A true sporting challenge with 
demanding stages, great climbs and unique little passes. 
More info on hauteroute.org
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F A M I L Y  E X P E R I E N C E S

In Megève, adventuresare shared as a family
Spending the night out in nature and 
watching the magnificent sunset from 
the heights of Mont d’Arbois provides a 
unique opportunity to listen to this natural 
environment and refocus. The 2-day trip 
amid mountain pastures in the company of 
Odile and Eric will have a soothing effect on 
the nerves. In the evening, the hosts take 
good care of tired hikers, preparing dinner 
inside the yurt. As the evening draws slowly 
to a close, it's time to curl up inside your 
sleeping bag in the tent.
€177/pers. for 2 days all included (guides, meals, 
equipment, accommodation) based on 4 adults + 
4 children. 

Megève Raquettes  
+33 (0)6 86 96 88 57 
megeve-raquettes.com

Javen Lake is a unique site that combines 
all the joys of walking, fishing, relaxing and 
tranquillity, for young and old alike! This 
private, high-altitude lake makes fishing 
accessible to all, even young children. Gear 
is provided and catch is sold by the kilo: so 
you can go home with your dinner. What a 
great feeling of pride for children! 
Open every day from 9am to 6pm during July and 
August. Open at weekends in June and September. 
From €8 to €13/pers. 

Mélissa Sépulveda  
+33 (0)4 50 91 92 66

Micro-adventure: camping 
under the stars

In Megève, you fish for your 
dinner in the great outdoors!

Discover Megève 
from generation to  

generation... 
You'll love to meet here 

as a family to share 
those special moments 
and create memories 
that will stay in your 

mind forever...

Without parents

For curious, sporty children keen for adventure, the Trappers camp by Sandrine and her son Raphaël is 

an experience not to be missed. They offer 6 days full of activities out in nature, from 10am to 4:30pm, 

including a laser game in the woods, den-building, farm visits, water rambling, cani rando, a treetop 

ropes course, e-MTB and paintballing for teens. Highlight of the week: a night in a tent or Tipi that 

will leave a magical mark on the minds of young trappers.

For children aged 6 to 11 years and "Teen Trappers" aged 12 to 14. €100/child/day Minimum 5 days. 

Sandrine Janet | +33 (0)6 87 82 24 38 | monitrice.fr

Budding trappers! 

http://www.megeve-raquettes.com
http://www.monitrice.fr%20%20


E-scooters, hurtle down 
paths effortlessly 

Panoramic playground 
opposite Mont Blanc

To enjoy a moment of bonding with a 
husky in the summer, you can't beat cani 
rando. Walkers are equipped with a lanyard 
linking them to the dog. As lovers of the 
great outdoors, dogs are just itching for  
an energetic walk, which comes in handy 
for those uphill sections where they can 
relieved the efforts of humans. After an 
hour of walking, a stop at Ferme du Planay 
is perfect for recharging your batteries 
while enjoying some delicious home-made 
pastries. 
€20 with 1 pers/dog. €30 with 2 people/dogs  
(1 adult + 1 child 5/6 years). €8 for snack.

La Ferme Auberge La Croix du Planay
+33 (0)4 50 58 36 31
lacroixduplanay.jimdo.com 

The place to be! Just outside the top of 
the Jaillet cable car is a recreation area 
offering one of the most beautiful views in 
Megève. The majestic Mont Blanc rising up 
before you is a real sight to behold! This 
paradise for thrill-seeking children and 
teens includes a big air bag, bouncy castle, 
trampoline, various wooden modules, a 
small climbing wall and a relaxation area 
for chilling in the sunshine with deck chairs, 
giant cushions and picnic tables. 
Free admission for all, with adult supervision. 
Opening planned for start of July to end of August 
with late opening for 4-seasons sled on Thursday 
evenings. 

+33 (0)4 50 58 65 20
lesportesdumontblanc.fr

Hitting the trails doesn't have to involve 
putting one foot in front of the other... For 
families with children aged 12 years and 
over, why not try the electric scooter? 
These vehicles, which look like bikes but 
with a platform instead of a saddle between 
both wheels, are very easy to handle. 
Stand upright, helmet on, and get ready 
to hurtle down steep paths. Megève and its 
surroundings will take on a new dimension—
with a scooter you can go further and 
higher... adventure awaits!
€50/pers. for 1hr of discovery – €75/pers.  
for 2-hr trip.

Evolution 2 Megève 
+33 (0)4 50 55 54 55
evolution2-megeve.com

Cani rando with gourmet 
stop 

new

A beetle, a wild orchid, an ant hill... It is all a source 
of wonder at the historic site of the Calvary. In the 
morning, budding explorers use tablets, visual guides 
and binocular loupes to learn about the tiny, wonderful 
world of mountain pastures and forests in the lab. In 
the afternoon, armed with a GPS observation pack, 
we set off on an independent hike along the nature 
trail to look for clues of animal presence. Children 
watch out for birds and explore the educational pond. 
In the backpack: a beating tray, a booklet on plants 
and a camera.  
Lab open from 10am to 12pm. Hike from 2pm to 5pm. Lab 
package €6/adult, €4/child (under 14 years old). Lab+Hike €20 
per family 2 adults+ 2 children 

L’Ermitage (Calvary site)
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 | megeve@megeve.com

Discovering the 'Palais'  
of Wonders

Labo-Rando, bringing together 
nature and new technologies 

“COSA PAPA?” 
Bowling the Italian way 

new

In the former Casino, "Cosa Papa?" bowling 
alley is the perfect place to share a "Dolce 
Vita" experience with friends or family.  
3 lanes to show off your skills, a stylish 
and cosy bar to meet in the afternoon for 
a drink under the skylight of its arcades, 
with a winter garden décor. In the evening, 
Italian dinner in the upmarket Trattoria with 
a selection of antipasti, pasta dishes and 
100% Napolitan pizzas on the menu. 
Opening planned in July. From €20

Rue Saint-François de Sales 
+33 (0)4 50 91 90 04 

La Petite Ravine is a cosy 
Alpine chalet nestled in the 

slopes of Jaillet mountain. You 
can get there by foot or MTB, 

via the hiking trails leaving 
from the village or the Jaillet 
cable car. With its incredible 

view of the Mont-Blanc 
range, it acts as a lookout 
point in the middle of the 

mountain, perfect for lounging 
on a terrace and enjoying a 

succulent local beef tataki or 
croûte au beaufort, followed 
by a delicious chef's special, 

blueberry and raspberry tart! 
Open every day. 

+33 (0)4 50 21 38 67

  La Petite  
Ravine, the  

height of pleasure

With its large indoor and outdoor pools, indoor 
ice-skating rink, climbing wall with 100 routes, 
balneoforme area with sauna, hammam and 
Jacuzzi, and sports and fitness centre, Le 
Palais Sports Centre promises to occupy 
young and old, even on rainy days. Highly 
recommended: Balneo family weekend slots 
from 10am to 12pm, Jardin de la Glisse on 
Sunday mornings for little ones to discover 
ice skating, parent/child climbing sessions to 
learn the basics from a professional, Paddle 
Zen at the outdoor swimming pool under 
the setting sun. 

Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71
lepalaismegeve.com 

"Campanula" 

found in the pastures  

of Rochebrune

"Son des Mandarines " dramatised tour
Megève is a wonderful source of inspiration for stories and storytelling. Real or 

invented, what matters is the imaginary journey on which ‘En Visite Simone’ takes 
its visitors. This summer, story lovers will delve back into the 60s with Charles, 
a young Mègeve local who has his future as a ski champion all mapped out, but 
dreams instead of becoming a famous singer! A rhythmical and musical stroll! 

Duration: 1 hr From 7 years old. All year,  
on request and and reservation as a private tour  

from €200 for 6 people.  
En visite Simone | +33(0)6 76 42 82 44 | en-visite-simone.com

https://lacroixduplanay.jimdo.com%20%20
http://www.lesportesdumontblanc.fr
http://www.evolution2-megeve.com
http://www.lepalaismegeve.com
http://www.en-visite-simone.com


E P I C U R E A N  E X P E R I E N C E S

Megève is proud  
to be known as the 
capital of mountain 
cuisine, its gastronomy 
influenced by a rich culinary 
tradition, a legacy of 
well-guarded secrets and 
authentic savoir-faire.

Cuisine Mon Village 
Over a weekend, Megève, renowned for its Alpine foods and flavours, 
celebrates the talents of its chefs and artisans. Cuisine Mon Village is 
an opportunity to embrace the rich local produce and enjoy the finger 

food prepared by Mègeve's chefs, artisan bakers, pastry chefs, butchers, caterers and 
local producers in a friendly atmosphere on the village square. The workshops for 
children are sure to delight apprentice cooks! 
More info on megeve.com

The nature around Megève is so rich, 
that you sometimes just need to 
look down to find what you need for 
nutrition and health: oxalis, rosehips, 
sorrel, spinach and wild pansies are just 
some of the plants you may discover. 
Alongside a mountain guide, get to know 
the plants of yesteryear and learn their 
virtues so you can use them in recipes 
or everyday remedies. 
From €25 for a half-day group trip  
(min. 6 people)

Virage Montagne / Aperigloo
+33 (0)6 11 69 30 24 | aperigloomegeve@gmail.com

The herbs and aromatic plants once 
picked by our grandmothers are now 
sought after by top chefs! Invitation 
to a culinary stroll alongside Anthony 
Bisquerra, chef of 2 Michelin star 
restaurant La Table de l’Alpaga. On the 
programme: visit his vegetable garden 
and aromatic plants, make an infusion 
(from pre-dried plants) and take it home 
for those sweet summer evenings!

 Alpaga Hotel 
+33 (0)4 50 91 48 70
alpaga.com

Culinary and medicinal 
plant walk: find but 

don't pick

"Starred Infusions" 
workshop

A first-rate venue for foodies, Le Bistrot 
de Megève is preparing eco-friendly, 

vintage picnic hampers this summer, to 
suit tastes and dietary requirements. 

Its cuisine is based on seasonal produce 
and made to be enjoyed outdoors in 

the sunshine on a lovely walk or climb 
just above the village. Lay out the linen 

tablecloth provided in the delightful 
basket and savour the delicious dishes 
prepared by the chef... In Megève, the 
picnic reinvents itself to become chic!  

€39. Available on the "shop and go" console  
of Bistrot de Megève from 1st July 2021.

+33 (0)4 50 21 32 74 | lebistrotdemegeve.com 

Chic,  
tailor-made picnic with 
Le Bistrot de Megève

Mègeve's Reinventing 

flavours

10 >11
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http://www.megeve.com
http://www.alpaga.com%20
http://www.lebistrotdemegeve.com


Toquicimes 
For the 4th year in a row, Toquicimes is a not-to-be-missed mountain cuisine event. With 
top-level expertise in high-altitude, local gastronomy, Megève also brings together top 
starred chefs, local producers and up-and-coming trainees. With entertainment, 

competitions, tasting sessions, workshops, demonstrations and conferences open to all free of 
charge, Toquicimes is an opportunity to rub shoulders with the top names in French cuisine. 
A chance for food lovers to chat, share experiences and learn from each other.  
Chair: Emmanuel Renaut, Sponsor: Anne-Sophie Pic, Guest of honour: Guillaume Gomez.  
2021 Theme: the festive restaurant. More info toquicimes.com

Ah chocolate... Its smoothness and flavour 
make it the ideal comfort food, a treat for 
the taste buds and a boost for your mood. 
Once a week, La Chocolaterie du Soleil 
d’Or invites you to enjoy it mindfully... in 
the form of a mousse, bar or a drink. This 
sophrologist-guided tasting session will 
transport you to sweet, new sensations! 
€25/pers. Dates to be confirmed.

La Chocolaterie du Soleil d’Or
+33 (0)4 50 34 31 06
lesoleildor-megeve.fr

Accessible after a nice walk in the pastures 
through forest and blueberry fields or by 
4x4, the high-altitude restaurant "Sur 
les Prés" is a lovely reward for Epicurean 
palates. The traditional cuisine made from 
fresh, seasonal products will delight food 
lovers as they sit opposite the Mont Blanc. 
The menu of this authentic farmhouse from 
1853, now transformed into a restaurant, 
includes delicious Savoyard specialities. 

Sur les Prés
+33 (0)4 50 93 92 16

Enjoy chocolate, 
mindfully 

A gourmet reward "Sur les 
Prés" (on the meadow)

As an ambassador of mountain cuisine, 
Megève lists 45 active farms and local 
producers: a real gold mine for chefs, who 
can source products directly from home. 
The expression "farm to table" has never 
made so much sense! Setting off from 
Leutaz car park, this one-hour 'cheese hike' 
takes food lovers to Alpage de Chevan, 
where Aline and Guillaume raise their 70 
dairy cows and make Abondance farm 
cheese. Option of cheese tasting at the 
farm (on reservation).

GAEC Les Alpagistes 
Aline and Guillaume Maillez-Contoz
+33 (0)6 32 66 81 15 

Cheese hike: on the road  
to Abondance

Mègeve secret: 

The story of "F
arcement Rosseu " 

In the olden days, because of its proxim
ity to 

Italy 's Piedmont region, peddlers used to carry 

large quantities of saffron. In Italy, the crocuses 

producing this rare spice grew in abundance. 

Megève being so close to th
e border, saffron was 

sold and exchanged here. This  "red
 gold "  

was distributed among families, who used it to 

make a typically local dessert:  "Farcement 

rosseu ", bread pudding enhanced with 

saffron-infused milk (the word  "rosseu " 

meaning red). Nowadays, this recipeis
 

brought up to date by our chefs...

Emmanuel Renaut

 Learn a tasty recipe  
from the chef at  

"Délices de Megève"
Spend an afternoon soaking in the advice 

and professional skills of Emmanuel Renaut's 
former pastry chef, Vincent Thomassier, now 

the owner of Délices de Megève... A stress-free 
culinary afternoon for gourmet apprentice 

pastry chefs to learn new 
techniques and go home 
with a delicious pastry! 

3-hr workshop (3:30pm to 
6:30pm) in April, May, September, 
October and November. €60/pers. 

Max. 4 people
Aux Délices de Megève
+33 (0)6 20 59 97 98
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In a field carpeted with flowers, 
the 5 beehives from the Jardin 

des Simples du Calvaire and 
10 beehives from Jaillet will 

enjoy an ideal setting where 
bees can thrive. Thanks to the 
efforts of these little foragers 
and the expertise of our local 

beekeepers, the precious liquid 
will be harvested and made into 

authentic "Miel de Megève" 
honey. Historic fact: Back in the 

day, hive and apiary work was 
delegated to the Great-Uncle who 

couldn't go out into the fields, to 
get him out of the house.

Traditions past and 
present: the birth of 

"Miel de Megève"

http://www.toquicimes.com
https://lesoleildor-megeve.fr%20
https://lesoleildor-megeve.fr%20


C O N T E M P L A T I V E  E X P E R I E N C E S

Communing with nature 
Every year, the 18-hole course at Golf du Mont d’Arbois brings together golf enthusiasts, 
but also beginners, to pitch in an idyllic setting. As well as combining horizontal greens 
and vertical peaks, it is also the oldest stylized mountain golf course in the world. Its 
technical aspect gives top golfers the feeling that they are driving the mountain, and 
its popularity is evidenced by the numerous golf events that take place every year.  
Open from 13 May to 30 October 2021.  
From €270 per season for 5 green  
fees, 18 holes. For beginners who want to  
try the driving range, equipment rental  
for fixed rate of €5 (with Mont d’Arbois  
Sports +33 (0)4 50 93 00 42).

Golf du Mont d’Arbois
+33 (0)4 50 21 29 79 
fourseasons.com

Swing on the heights of Megève

 Fabrice Tarnaud Academy  
for pro coaching!

This innovative concept, envisioned by Fabrice 
Tarnaud, PGA European Tour member and sports 
commentator, provides golfers with coaching 
by recognised professionals, in the form of 
courses and lessons. 
From €350 for adult course.  

 +33 (0)6 35 29 26 76 or +33 (0)6 09 54 39 51

Scenic  
walk at sunset

As tranquillity reigns over the 
setting sun, warm colours light up 
the mountain... This evening walk 

leads hikers straight to breathtaking 
viewing points, where you can but 

marvel at the magical scenery. 
Every Wednesday from 6:30pm to 9pm.  

€22/pers.  
Bureau des Guides  | +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11  

guides-megeve.com  

Immersing yourself in 
powerful nature where 
permanent snow cover 
contrasts with the blue sky 
and green pastures is in 
itself a sweet escape. But 
the little secret spots that 
abound in Megève are an 
even greater source of bliss, 
remaining ever cradled in 
your imagination.

Golf du Mont d’Arbois respects the rich natural resources it enjoys and has adopted an 
environmentally friendly approach for the last 10 years. Its typology and slight elevation  
mean the 18-hole course is self-draining, with maintenance operations involving 
mechanical soil aeration and sanding. Automatic sprinklers allow for precise and 
controlled management of water consumption, this resource playing an essential role 
in the quality of the structure. Finally, greens are free if any fungicides or herbicides, 
thus supporting animal and plant biodiversity.

The golfing 'green' has never been so aptly named

http://fourseasons.com/fr/megeve/golf%20
http://www.guides-megeve.com


Summer Jazz 
Jazzy riffs have always been 
heard echoing between 
Megève's  mountains . 
This summer, these sweet 

melodies will once again sweep through 
the streets of the village to delight holiday-
makers! The Summer Jazz gatherings take 
place over one weekend in July and one 
weekend in August, for a boogie along to 
some sweet New Orleans and Swing tunes! In 
2021, the Summer Jazz concerts are taking 
on a more dynamic format, so you can soak in 
a bit of this musical heritage on every street 
corner as you wander about!  
Programme to be announced.

The Musical 
Siestas  
of Calvaire

Every week, musical sounds take over 
Megève! With the village as a backdrop, the 
Chemin du Calvaire becomes a stage for the 
instruments... Let yourself be carried along 
by an atmospheric ballad as you sit in the 
grass next to the piano and watch the sunset, 
rocked by the sweet melodies. Event with 
guitarists, pan flautist, violinist, harpist on 
Wednesday from 5pm to 6pm. 

This charming little hotel with 18 rooms enjoys an ideal location at the 
foot of the 18-hole golf course. The hotel also overlooks the village of 

Megève, which can be reached on foot via the Chemin du Calvaire. With 
an authentic, traditional décor, this family hotel offers guests a warm and 

friendly welcome. You'll immediately feel at home! 
From €99 for a double room. 

+33 (0)4 50 21 14 62 | montdarbois.edmondderothschildheritage.com

La Ferme du Golf:  
A cosy haven for golfers

Admiring the roof of Europe from the air is 
one of those experiences you'll never forget. 
On board this small scenic tourist plane, 
landscapes take on a new dimension, the 
glaciers twinkle and time seems to stand still...  
The iconic Mer de Glace glacier and Aiguille 
du Midi peak are spread out in front of you. 
An air of magic blows over the Mont Blanc. 
From 10 to 40 min., several packages are 
available leaving from Megève altiport.
From €44/pers.

Aérocime
+33 (0)4 50 21 03 21
aerocime.com

In the evening, light illuminates the 
mountains, imbuing them in orange hues. 
A breathtaking sight admired from the seat 
of your electric mountain bike on a gentle 
ride surrounded by stunning scenery... At 
the peak, lovers of the great outdoors can 
enjoy a delicious aperitif made with local 
products. 
From €95/pers. - guided half-day trip, electric bike, 
protective elements and aperitif included.

Evolution 2 Megève
+33 (0)4 50 55 54 55 
evolution2-megeve.com

Flight over the Mont 
Blanc massif,  an incredible 

journey

Electric MTB ride and 
sunset drink

A wonderful exploration of Megève 
village alongside François, a professional 
photographer, teaching you to shoot 
and capture the moment from new 
angles! Techniques, photography basics, 
equipment set-up, learn everything you 
need to become a pro at taking photos... 
of Megève of course!
90€/pers. per hour

Megève Forever
+33 (0)7 56 86 76 00 
megeveforever.com 

Photography walk

Aéroclub de Megève is a leading training 
centre for mountain flying. Every year, its 
flying school "Qualification Montagne", 
the most active in France and the largest 
in Europe, trains future pilots. Courses 
available for pilot licence holders, aged 
15 and over. 

AéroClub de Megève
+33 (0)4 50 21 33 67 

Flying above the summits,  
a dream come true

Mègeve secret: 

Megève  altiport was one of the 

first altiports built in France. 

Established thanks to the initiative  

of Michel Ziegler and Air Alpes 

airline company, Parisians have been 

meeting at their favourite ski resort si
nce 

the 1960 's: Megève! Aérocime, the 

smallest airline company in France, has  

a fleet  of  "M
ousquetaire " planes dating 

from the 60 s. Their particularity is that 

they are perfectly a
dapted to the mountain 

environment. Despite their  age, these 4 - 5 

seater planes with their fabric-covered  

wooden structure, remain unbeatable for 

mountain flights even today. 

Bruno Muller
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T H E  Z E N  E X P E R I E N C E

There are places 
that revitalize you 
naturally, and Megève 
is one of them, such 
is its harmony with its 
environment. This cosy 
nest offers personal, 
inner experiences that 
strengthen well-being, 
giving you new-found 
energy.

Mègeve secret: 

Throughout Megève 's history,  w
ater has been more 

than a resource, it has been a guiding force. The name 

of the village derives from the Latin word  Mageva or 

“media aquarum ”, which means “in the midst of the waters ”. 

Its location between two waterways: the Glapet and the Planay 

are clearly part of the reason, but  water is above all a resource 

that has sustained and developed the village. At the 

beginning of the 20 th Century, Saint Michel spring 

was known for the same virtues as Evian and Thonon and 

used as Megève 's drinking water. Megève also owes its 

development to the hydraulic power source that has operated 

the sawmills and grist mills of the vill
age. A fascinating 

history to be d
iscovered... along with the flow!

Edouard Apertet

The 5-star hotel Les Fermes de Marie 
symbolises the mountain lifestyle and is 
widely recognised for its wellness stays. 
This summer and autumn, the Yoga 
Retreats are organised by Le Tigre Yoga 
Club, with 4 days of Ashtanga, Vinyasa or 
meditation, Yin Yoga or Jivamukti Yoga. 
This experience promises ultra healthy,  
environmentally-friendly cuisine (and 
detox cooking classes), mindful walking 
under the stars, massages and treatments 
at Spa Pure Altitude, and time for sharing 
and discussion. 
From 4 to 8 July and from 17 to 21 October 2021. 
For 4 days: from €1,720 for 1 pers. in a single room 
and €2,971 for 2 people in a double room.

Les Fermes de Marie 
+33 (0)4 50 93 03 10 
fermesdemarie.com

Express yourself using nature's resources 
and inspiration to create a personal and 
temporary "piece of art", that remains 
in its natural environment at the end 
of the session. Guided by art therapist 
Nelly Poyet, everyone will experience this 
whole-body, sensory immersion in their 
own way, a unique interaction between 
self and the outside world.
Dates: some weeks "At sunset", between 5:30pm 
and 7/7:30pm (duration: 1.5/2hrs)  
Group: €20 / Private: €60, children (from  
4 years old) / families / adults.

Nelly Poyet 
+33 (0)6 81 99 18 30 
74montagnes@gmail.com

Reinvigorating  
Yoga Retreats  

at Fermes de Marie

Draw on the earth's 
resources with Land Art

Wellness Week 
For "Global Wellness Day", taking place on 12 
June in the presence of the French ambassador for 
the event, the Grand Hôtel du Soleil d’Or is offering a whole 
week dedicated to Wellness. A different activity will be offered every 

day: from learning to make a detox drink to healthy-eating cookery workshops, 
including Chikitsa Yoga and workout sessions... everyone will find their own version 
of the Zen happiness that Megève has always provided. 
Package for one week of activities: €179 per person. B&B-style accommodation offer,  
7th to 13th June: from €1,500 for a double room.
Grand Hôtel du Soleil d’Or | +33 (0)4 50 34 31 06 | lesoleildor-megeve.fr

an enchantingtime-out
Nature, 
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Mègeve secret: 

Throughout Megève 's history,  w
ater has been more 

than a resource, it has been a guiding force. The name 

of the village derives from the Latin word  Mageva or 

“media aquarum ”, which means “in the midst of the waters ”. 

Its location between two waterways: the Glapet and the Planay 

are clearly part of the reason, but  water is above all a resource 

that has sustained and developed the village. At the 

beginning of the 20 th Century, Saint Michel spring 

was known for the same virtues as Evian and Thonon and 

used as Megève 's drinking water. Megève also owes its 

development to the hydraulic power source that has operated 

the sawmills and grist mills of the vill
age. A fascinating 

history to be d
iscovered... along with the flow!

Edouard Apertet

Nordic and water walking 
Aerial: Monkey Day - Acro 

Yoga Fun meeting

Acro Yoga is a fun and playful activity 
practised with a partner. This type of yoga 
fosters confidence, sharing and well-being. 
Safely exploring acrobatic techniques 
as a duo with spotting, inversions and 
aerial transitions, you may well surprise 
and surpass yourself. But above all, this 
is a chance to have a little play with your 
body and mind, just like children do 
spontaneously. 
Saturday 24/07 Monkey Day: AcroYoga & Treetop 
adventure course at Cote 2000 with lunch at 
Coucou Café. 

Ingrid Bott 
+33 (0)6 79 64 17 30 
contact@ingridbott.com

Every walk is unique with Isabelle Grenier, 
who likes to get in tune with the energy of 
the group. Lively fitness walking with arms 
moving to push the poles allows you to work 
on your breathing, muscle strength, but 
also awareness and connection. Combined 
with a swim in the river, whose invigorating 
freshness is great for clearing out stagnant 
energy, these walks are a real boost for 
body and mind!

+33 (0)6 80 68 70 64 
megeve-coach-sportif-massage.blogspot.fr

With turquoise glacial water and spectacular 
waterfalls, hidden secret spots and amazing 
basins calling out for a swim, this walk along 
the river is like poetry for the senses, an 
invitation to revitalise among the hidden 
treasures of Mègeve's mountains.
1.5 to 3hr walk. Private trip €155 for 1/2 day (1 to 7 
people), €230/day. Group trip €25 for 1/2 day or 
€38/day (min. 6 people).

Virage montagne / Aperigloo 
+33 (0)6 11 69 30 24 
aperigloomegeve@gmail.com

Back to "l’Essentiel",  as only Megève  
can offer
l’Essentiel Festival returns to Megève to surround you in a bubble 
of well-being. The yoga and wellness programme showcases the 

Satiam way of life including yoga, conscious nutrition, meditation, sensory journeys, 
conferences, aromatherapy and dance. Let yourself be carried on a journey of self-
discovery, immersed in the most magical sites of Megève or sitting comfortably in 
a place of your choosing thanks to the online version!
Maud Jeannerod | +33 (0)6 18 59 09 53 | satiamfestival.com

Yoga opposite  
the Mont Blanc, 

embracing immensity
If there is a perfect place to 
practise yoga, this is it! With  
Mont Blanc as a backdrop, 

time seems to stand still. The 
spectacular panorama brings 

peace and harmony to this 
introductory practice. 

Wednesday 21/07 in Rochebrune and 
04/08/2021 in Jaillet from 9:45am to 

10:45am (at the top of the cable cars).Free 
participation. Ski lifts not included (bring 

a mat). Registration required at Tourist 
Office. Duration of the session: 60 min. 

Yoga, un chemin de vie  
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28  

yoga-chemin-de-vie.com

Wrapping you in a soft and comforting embrace, Spa de l’Alpaga holds 
the key to a real moment of well-being. Soaking in a warm Nordic bath, 

admire the gorgeous sunset over the Mont Blanc mountain range 
before heading to the massage room for a signature treatment. The 

Alpaga also has a variety of other experiences to discover for wonderful 
Zen moments, including workout sessions, yoga, sophrology walking 

and floral workshops!
Alpaga Hotel | +33 (0)4 50 91 48 70 | alpaga.com

Admire the sunset over the  
Mont Blanc from Alpaga spa

A refreshing experience: 
hike and swim, waterfalls 

and torrents

Confidence and Self-Esteem Week 
An invitation to self-discovery is offered at Grand Hôtel du Soleil 
d’Or. With the nature of Megève as a backdrop, every day features a 
new event dedicated to mind and body well-being. Hatha Yoga, Spa 

treatments, learning and practising Slacklining and detox cooking workshops are 
on the agenda !
Package for one week of activities: €199 per person. B&B-style accommodation offer,  
6th to 12th June: from €1,500 for a double room.
Grand Hôtel du Soleil d’Or | +33 (0)4 50 34 31 06 | lesoleildor-megeve.fr
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T H E  T R A D I T I O N A L  M E G E V E  E X P E R I E N C E

Megève,a village refuge
Megève's charm lies simply in the fact it has managed 
to keep its authenticity Strong roots and simple, solid values 
grounded in the earth and the mountains combine with a culture of 
sharing and hospitality. A refuge of tradition and modernity to find 
your bearings and enjoy the moment.

Mègeve secret: 

The horses of M
egève 's horse-drawn carriages  

are of a typical and unique breed, known as  

"Le Cheval de Megève" By crossing Trait-Comtois 

with Franches Montagnes mares, farmers 

obtained hardy, resilient driving and riding 

horses. Particularly valued for carriages, this 

breed of horse is now gaining 

recognition!  A genuine horse 

and blacksmith tradition 

to be discovered during the 

Concours de la Foire aux 

Poulains (colts and fillies 

show) on 31 July.

Michaël Morand

Pierre Margara is a passionate artist 
and sculptor, and a native of the 
region. He loves Megève and moved 
here when he was 20. This is where 
he finds inspiration for his creations. 
Characterised by fluid shapes, curves 
and the transformation or withdrawal 
of certain elements, his work is 
stripped down to give free rein to the 
imagination. The streets of the village 
showcase many of his sculptures... 
And who better than Pierre Margara 
himself to introduce them?
Free tours from 11am à 12pm,  
dates to be confirmed. 

Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
megeve.com

"Margara, on s’M pour 
toujours": guided tour 

through the eyes of the artist

Guided tour of the 
Calvary: a unique site  

in the Rhône-Alpes region

An ancient pilgrimage site built in the 
19th century, the Chemin du Calvaire 
starts in the centre of Megève village 
and climbs up to the Mont d’Arbois 
plateau. The path is lined with 14 
chapels, oratories and wooden 
sculptures depicting the Passion of 
Christ. The Calvary is an emblem of 
Megève's heritage and a unique site 
in the Rhône-Alpes region, inspired 
by the Varallo Calvary in Val Sesia 
(Italy's Piedmont region). The tours 
organised by the heritage guides 
provide a wonderful moment of inner 
peace and communion with this path, 
which played a key role in founding 
Megève's history.  
€5 per guided tour, Thursdays at 5pm

Edouard Apertet 
+33 (0)6 10 90 64 99

http://www.megeve.com


Megève International Show Jumping:  
an experience to be shared!
The association "Megève en Selle" was born one evening in July 2010, and 
continues to ensure that this gathering stays loyal to the initial project: a 
festive, high-performance sporting event open to all free of charge, bringing 

together the whole village and including 7 days of competitions and entertainment, including 
exhibitors and gourmet breaks. 500 amateur and professional riders from 20 different 
countries, accompanied by their 500 horses, offer a magical show with the popular "Prix 
du Champion" and the classic six-bar competition... More than ever before, this 10th edition 
honours and marks history for the passionate visionaries who made this event successful!
Esplanade du Palais | contact@jumping-megeve.fr | jumping-megeve.com

We absolutely love the 3rd floor of this  
legendary hotel in the centre of the village!  

The new owners have opted to renovate 
all the rooms and suites on the 3rd floor 
as a tribute to Henry-Jacques Le Même, 
the architect who built the first Megevan 
ski chalets. The wood panelling has been 

meticulously worked to perfectly reproduce 
architectural elements,  

and the period furniture has been carefully 
hunted out and restored by the son of Le 

Même's latest cabinet-maker.
From €235/pers. per night for a suite.

+33 (0)4 50 21 04 94 | reception@coindufeu.fr 
coindufeu.com

 Au Coin du Feu 
3-star Hotel An 

architectural gem in 
the style of Henry-
Jacques Le Même!

Megève through the lens 
of Willy Ronis

At its new cultural space in Le Palais, 
Megève presents an exhibition dedicated 
to the French photographer Willy Ronis 
(1910-2009), co-produced by the Jeu de 
Paume arts centre and Médiathèque de 
l’Architecture et du Patrimoine multimedia 
library. This retrospective exhibition 
looks back on the career of this great 
photographer who left his mark on 20th 
Century French photography, in his 
successive roles as a reporter, industrial 
photographer and illustrator. An entire 
section of the exhibition is dedicated to 
the Alps, and Megève in particular, where 
Willy Ronis loved to go skiing and where 
he created two photography campaigns in 
the 1930s, one for André Ledoux ski school 
and the other for the Air France magazine. 
On display until 30 September 2021 from 3pm to 
7pm. €8/pers. Free for under 16 year olds. €35/
pers. for a guided tour on reservation.

Le Palais  
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
megeve.com

Local producer market: 
Sunday get-together!

Every Sunday in season, from 9am to 1pm 
on the village square, smells intermingle 
as they waft towards you and your eyes 
are drawn to tasty local products. With 
artisans and farmers from Megève, the 
producer market is an event not to be 
missed! Featuring: cheeses, terrines, 
salami, jams, cordials, coulis, herbal teas, 
'Glaçons de Megève' pralines, second-hand 
market, pine cone and wooden handicrafts.  
2 May, 6 June and every Sunday in July/August.

Discovering Megève  
to the beat of hooves

25 horse-drawn carriages stand on Megève's 
village square in summer and winter, ready to show 
holiday-makers round the village, its picturesque 
alleyways and surrounding areas. Behind the 
tourism and folklore aspect is a genuine rural 
tradition. Megève's horse-drawn carriages are a 
unique agricultural heritage, as every 'coachman'  
is a farmer first and foremost, almost all of 
them being horse breeders. In Megève, every 
horse-drawn carriage is unique, whether 
because of its eclectic or traditional décor, 
its 'driver' or its history, 
which you can discover 
as you ride along.  
This makes a trip 
in a Megevan 
horse-drawn 
carriage into 
a  specia l 
adventure. 

Megève and the Edmond de Rothschild family:  
100 years of shared moments showcased in pictures!
From the start of the summer, Megève invites visitors to trace the 100 
years of history linked to the Edmond de Rothschild family through a 
beautiful photography exhibition with previously unreleased snapshots. 

This walk will start in the heart of the village, then climb up via the mythical Chemin 
du Calvaire to reach Mont d'Arbois plateau, a site which played an essential role in 
tourism development thanks to the Edmond de Rothschild family and the participation 
of Megève's residents. A wonderful journey through time to be discovered from July 
to January 2022!
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Village festival,  celebrating folklore  
and tradition
Return to the past with this traditional festival! Before the growth of 
tourism in the 1900s, Megève was already a pastoral village with ancestral 

traditions, know-how and values which it has successfully safeguarded, shared and 
passed on from generation to generation. Over a weekend, the festival plunges visitors 
into the life of a typical Haute Savoie village, with its habits and customs.
Programme to be announced. megeve.com
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Ideasfor stays

A night under the stars at l’Alpage  

des Fermes de Marie

A stay at one of Megève's Maisons et Hôtels Sibuet gives 

guests the opportunity to enjoy a timeless experience. 

The Sibuet Family opens its Alpine chalet, an old building 

tastefully restored to become a haven of peace in the 

heart of nature... Located at an altitude of 1,800m 

opposite Col de Véry, Mont Charvin and the Aravis 

mountains, this is an authentic refuge complete with 

wood flooring, shingle-covered walls and weathered 

wooden tiles, featuring a chimney, old trunks, hay 

racks and sideboards. An invitation to let go, where 

epicurean palates can delight in "Crozets de Tarentaise", 

Polenta Batons, mountain ham cut by hand, "soupe 

au caillou", herb-stuffed river trout with salt from the 

Alps accompanied by blueberry tart, wild berry soup or 

home-made clafoutis. To enjoy it fully, a babysitter looks 

after your children while you are at the table.

From €460 a night, half-board for 2 people. Free night for children 

under 13 years old (based on a minimum 3-night stay in one of their 

hotels). Valid every Friday night in July and August.

Les Fermes de Marie 

+33 (0)4 50 93 03 10 

fermesdemarie.com

Flocons de Sel getaways

Tucked away in a quiet green setting 
in the upper reaches of Megève, 
Flocons de Sel is a 5-star Relais & 
Châteaux hotel designed like a family 
home. With vast, warm spaces open 
onto the mountain, it is a haven of 
relaxation—a well-being break for the 
body and for lovers of fine Michelin-
starred restaurants (3 Michelin stars 
for Emmanuel Renaut).

Stays to match your preferences: 

   The Romantic Getaway includes 
a 2 day/1 night stay including 
breakfast, dinner in Emmanuel 
Renaut's Michelin-starred restaurant 
(4-course menu, drinks included) and 
two 30-min massages. 
From €975/pers. for 2 people

 The Gourmet Getaway includes 
a 2 day/1 night stay including 
breakfast, dinner in Emmanuel 
Renaut's Michelin-starred restaurant 
(8-course menu, drinks included).
From €895/pers. for 2 people

Flocons de Sel 
+33 (0)4 50 21 49 99 
floconsdesel.com

"Breath of Fresh Air" stay  in the heart of MegèveA holiday to breathe and escape, discover Megève and its 

stunning views of the Mont Blanc mountain range at the 

saddle of your electric MTB or relax at the Tata Harper hotel 

spa, the brand that pioneered eco-friendly cosmetics. This 

package is offered by the 4-star boutique hotel "Cœur de 

Megève", set among the cobbled streets of the village centre. 

An unmissable, designer venue, renovated in a luxurious, 

modern style.
From €770 for a 2-night stay for 2 people in a Comfort Room including 

breakfast, a half-day mountain biking trip for 2 people and 2 sports 

massage treatments. From 19 June to 30 September 2021.Le Cœur de Megève +33 (0)4 50 21 25 30coeurdemegeve.com

Getting back in shape with  

Adèle Van Damme and Julien Lizeroux

Five days to take care of yourself and harmonise the body and mind... Five days 

featuring physical exercises suited to all levels (pilates fusion, yoga, mountain biking, 

hiking and bootcamp), walking meditations, gourmet meals with the creative and 

daring cuisine of Michelin-starred chef Anne-Sophie Pic, spa treatments including 

CBD massage, known for its anti-inflammatory properties, sports percussion 

massage and revitalising detox massage. This programme was expertly created 

by renowned sports coach and founder of Pilates Fusion Adèle Van Damme and 

vice world slalom champion Julien Lizeroux.

2 sessions: from 21 to 25 July and from 6 to 10 September 2021. From €2,950/pers. in a single 

room for 5 days/4 nights.

Four Seasons Hotel 

+33 (0)4 50 21 12 11 

fourseasons.com/megeve

The new 4-star Alps Novotel hotel in Megève ski resort 
offers cosy and high-adrenaline holidays. Go on a 2 to 4 
day getaway to unwind in this beautiful haven, enjoy free 
access to the Balneoforme and fitness areas in Le Palais, 
and choose a new activity to try out for free among electric 
mountain biking, canyoning, scooter hike or paragliding. 
The perfect balance for this Mountain Break! 
From €470 for 2 people per night with breakfast. 
May to October.

Novotel Megève Mont-Blanc
+33 (0)4 86 80 07 90 |  hb5I0@accor.com

Mountain Break at Novotel  
Megève Mont-Blanc

http://www.fermesdemarie.com
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http://www.fourseasons.com/megeve
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Find Megève on megeve.com or on

http://www.megeve.com
https://www.facebook.com/megeve
https://www.instagram.com/megeve_officiel/?hl=fr
https://twitter.com/megeve

